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Question 3 

Can we can respond to this RFP in French? 

 

Answer 3 

Yes, Proponents can respond to this RFP in the official language of their choice. 

 

 

Question 4 

If we suggest another CMS Drupal easier to use for your administrator, doing backup all the 

information you already have on your current website and by training your staff, will CMHC 

accept this offer knowing that it would be responsive on all platforms and much more user 

friendly than Drupal and as safe all for the same price? 

 

Answer 4 

As outlined in the Statement of Work, we are looking specifically to upgrade to Drupal 7 CMS.  

Alternative content management systems will not be considered. 

 

 

Question 5 

Is there a requirement to provide hosting of the CMHC website? 

 

Answer 5 

No, Hosting is not a required in this RFP. 

 

 

Question 6 

Would you be able to provide a list of the contributed modules used on the current website? 

 

Answer 6 

Here is a list of all the contributed modules on the site: 

 AddThis  

 Admin role  

 Administration menu  

 Backup and Migrate  

 Better Formats  

 Browscap  

 CCK  

 Date  

 Email Field  

 Embedded Media Field  

 FCKeditor (no longer in use, but we need to leave it on the site because it affects parts of the 

site that were built before it was out of date)  

 FileField  

 Flag  

 Global Redirect  
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 Hierarchical Select  

 Image  

 Image Browswer  

 ImageAPI  

 ImageCache  

 ImageCache Actions  

 Imagecache External  

 ImageField  

 Imagefield Crop  

 IMCE  

 IMCE Wysiwyg bridge  

 Internationalization  

 jQuery UI  

 jQuery Update  

 Link  

 Menu block  

 Menu Trails  

 Mobile Tools  

 Nodequeue  

 Nodewords: D6 Meta Tags  

 Open Graph meta tags  

 Path redirect  

 Pathauto  

 hone  

 Printer, email and PDF versions  

 Resizable Body  

 Rules  

 Scheduler  

 Search 404  

 Search configuration  

 SWF Tools  

 Taxonomy Image  

 Token  

 Translation table  

 Vertical Tabs  

 Views  

 Views Slideshow  

 Webform  

 Wysiwyg  

 XML sitemap 

 

 

Question 7 

Does the website utilize any custom modules? If so, please provide a list and a quick description 

of their functionality. 
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Answer 7 

There is one custom module on the site, with three submodules: 

Granville Island A/B Testing - which is used to add A/B testing code to pages  

 Granville Island Mobile Module - which provides functions for the mobile site  

 Granville Island Module - which provides some custom functions to support the theme 

 

 

Question 8 

We understand hosting is not included in the scope of this RFP. Is CMHC looking to host the 

solution on-premise or would CMHC be open to hosting its new site on a Drupal tuned Platform 

as a Service hosted outside of Canada?  

 

Answer 8 

As is stated in the RFP, hosting is: 

1. Not part of this RFP. 

2. Hosting will be within Canada. 


